Here We Grow...

Through Volunteering
By Erin Mathiak, Volunteer Resident Assistant

At the end of January 2013, I pulled up to the New Beginnings’ building uncertain of
what these next few months would hold. This uncertain feeling wasn’t new to me. I had
graduated from Wisconsin Lutheran College in May and had applied to medical schools in
the hopes of becoming a doctor. I wasn’t sure if my plans to become a doctor would come
to fruition. At that point in my life, my future was unclear. I did not know what God’s plan
was for me, and I wondered how becoming the first Volunteer Resident Assistant at New
Beginnings would fit into God’s plan.
Two months later, I am grateful to have this opportunity to serve and grow. This experience
has helped me mature in my faith and has allowed me to gain a new appreciation for the
challenges these mothers face each day. Seeing firsthand how these new mothers have
overcome difficult situations is inspiring, and watching them grow in their faith is exciting
and encouraging! I’ve enjoyed the conversations we can have while at morning devotion or
while out on a walk. Whether we are laughing together or having serious discussions, we
Erin Mathiak
can all learn from each other and also encourage each other. I hope to take these lessons
with me as I work towards becoming a medical provider. I know that through this experience I can better serve others.
I have learned so much from these mothers, and I hope my encouraging words have had an impact on them also.
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For occasional group activities we are blessed to be joined by guests. Pictured is Kurt, the husband of our Home Manager,
Heidi; and Aaron, the boyfriend of our Volunteer Resident Assistant, Erin. Both men serve as wonderful role models for the
residents on Christian dating and marriage.
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You receive Growing Branches.
It contains a “Most Needed Items” list.
It includes an envelope for your gift of support.
We seek your support through this periodical.

Please consider helping us with
your gifts to New Beginnings.
*If you would like to help save costs & receive
Growing Branches via email, please send your
email address to info@homeformothers.com
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New Beginnings - A Home for Mothers is a Christ-centered home for single mothers
and their children. It is affiliated with Christian Life Resources. The home has been serving
residents since 1993. It is supported entirely by the generous support and prayers of
those who are committed to sharing Christ and reflecting His sacrificial love.
Contact: 		
		
		

Mrs. Heidi Westlund - Home Manager
Ms. Mollie Schultz - Assistant Home Manager
Ms. Erin Mathiak - Volunteer Resident Assistant

Mailing Address: PO Box 423  •  Aurora, CO 80040-0423
Telephone:

303-364-0890  •  1-800-720-MOMS

E-mail: 		

info@homeformothers.com

Website:

www.HomeforMothers.com

Most Needed Items
Judy, Erin, Kurt, Aaron, Lorena,
Charisma & Mollie – Left to right

Here We Grow...
As we go through life day by day, hour by hour, minute by
minute, it’s easy as sinful human beings to gradually allow
the distractions and temptations of this world to weigh
us down. There are always too many things to take care
of and not enough hours in the day to take care of them
all. Sometimes it seems the harder we try to get ahead, or
even catch up, the further we fall behind.
As I was preparing our daily devotions for the week, I
confess that I was struggling with such feelings. Thankfully,
God helped change my perspective as only He can do! In
selecting a hymn, I came across a familiar one: “Oh, for a
Faith that Will Not Shrink.” Although I am quite familiar
with it and have sung it numerous times throughout my
life, the words seemed to be just what I needed to hear to
help pull me out of my sinful, self-centered mindset. God
promises, “I will never leave you nor forsake you” in Joshua
1:5 and “He will not let you be tempted beyond what you
can bear” in 1 Corinthians 10:13. God gives us the faith
to believe in His promises through the Holy Spirit, and it
is that faith that gives us the comfort, peace and joy of
knowing God is in control. With God in control, we need
not worry about or fear anything!

Staff provided the ham, apricot stuffing, deviled eggs, veggie tray and “Resurrection” biscuits. Residents provided the green
bean casserole, cheddar & bacon mashed potatoes and homemade banana pudding.

Kurt (Heidi’s husband), Aaron, Erin, Judy,
Lorena, Charisma & Mollie – Left to right
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Our New Beginnings Easter Dinner

Judy’s first time
dying Easter Eggs

May 2013

Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My time here has also helped me gain a new appreciation for all the blessings in my life, especially my faithful family and
my Christian upbringing and education. God has blessed me richly, and I am happy I have the opportunity to serve Him
and His people at New Beginnings.

Aaron (Erin’s
boyfriend visiting
from Wisconsin),
Erin, Judy, Lorena,
Charisma & Mollie
– Left to right

Update from New Beginnings – A Home for Mothers | Denver, Colorado

• Infant Car Seats • Strollers
• Baby Slings/Wraps

For a complete list, go to: www.HomeforMothers.com
When mailing items, please send directly to New Beginnings.

A ministry sponsored by
Christian Life Resources

Christian Life Resources
provides all fundraising,
staffing and administrative
services for New Beginnings.

Through Faith

By Heidi Westlund,
Home Manager
Oh, for a faith that will not shrink
Though pressed by many a foe,
That will not tremble on the brink
Of poverty or woe,
That will not murmur nor complain
Beneath the chast’ning rod,
But in the hour of grief or pain
Can lean upon its God,
A faith that shines more bright and clear
When tempests rage without,
That, when in danger, knows no fear,
In darkness feels no doubt,
A faith that keeps the narrow way
Till life’s last spark is fled
And with a pure and heav’nly ray
Lights up the dying bed.
Lord, give us such a faith as this,
And then, whate’er may come,
We’ll taste e’en now the hallowed bliss
Of an eternal home.
[Christian Worship, Hymn 405, public domain]

At New Beginnings, we routinely encourage our residents
to put their trust in God and rely on His promises. In
so many ways their traumatic childhoods, continuing
struggles and current situations seem much more daunting
than what we as staff members have ever experienced.
What a blessing it is to know that God is powerful enough
to resolve even the biggest problems and compassionate
enough to care about the smallest ones.
Thankfully, God loves us all the same and is always ready
and willing to listen to and answer our prayers. May we
all be encouraged to pray for a faith that will not shrink,
tremble or complain. A faith that shines brightly, knows
no fear, feels no doubt and keeps the narrow way until we
reach our eternal homes in heaven. Amen.

Stephen getting in a great nap!
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“What Motherhood Means to Me”

Shop Family Treasures & Gifts!
A Great way to support new beginnings

Motherhood symbolizes an amazing gift, an opportunity of a lifetime. This is a blessing that many
receive, many more only hope for and imagine but may not get the chance. For those who know me,
this is my miracle child deemed impossible by medical professionals. I have always had a loving
and nurturing motherly nature from a very small age. To be a mother was all I ever wanted and
my number one dream. I cannot describe the pain and number of tears I had cried thinking that I
may never have that chance whether it be natural or through adoption. For those who want to be
mothers and are not, I feel your pain. So for me, motherhood is truly a blessing and a dream
come true.
Being a mother is also a great responsibility. Even through pregnancy, I am quickly learning in
simple ways that my life is no longer just my own. I feel God is teaching me to listen more, eat
healthier, make every choice in life very wisely and consciously, and show me not only how to trust
Him more but also to put the needs and wants of someone else before my own. Pregnancy is the
preparation stage of physically and emotionally learning to focus on the well-being of a small,
helpless life that will depend on me for every need in life and for survival. My little one has
effectively overtaken my heart and body. Soon he will have my 100% time and devotion.

Paperback, 16 Pages. Reading Level: Grade 3. Interest Level: Ages 5-9.
FTG $2.49 each

B. Abraham’s Big Test # BK9780570075295
This book retells the story of Abraham and his son Issac (Genesis 12:1–22:19).
C. A Mother Who Prayed # BK9780570075660
This book retells the story of Hannah and Samuel (1 Sam. 1:1-28).

Judy

I know pregnancy is just the first stepping stone and building block on the road to becoming a good, responsible and healthy
mother inside and out. It definitely is a molding and shaping endeavor mentally, emotionally, physically and spiritually. This
is quite a journey I am embarking on and looking forward to. I thank God everyday for this gift, opportunity, responsibility,
pregnancy, growth and journey called motherhood!
By Judy

Promise
Hold dear to the promise of love
throughout the ages. This figurine shows
the love and timeless connection between
a husband and his wife. Size: 9"H.
# 638713261212DEM
Retail $33.00 FTG $29.69

Around You
Just the nearness of you. A
beautiful couple sitting together,
right hand clasped, left hand up
together. Size: 6.5"H.
# 638713227157DEM
Retail $45.00 FTG $40.49

As for experiencing motherhood, the process has already been life changing. Growing up, I
was always used to things coming to me and everything being done for me and getting everything
for myself. Now that I’m having a child I realize it’s not all about me anymore. I have to make
more sacrifices for my child than I had to make for myself. I also know that when it comes to
a baby and the baby’s mother, you have to love that child unconditionally and show affection
for your child. It’s already been a great experience because I have learned so many things that
I know are going to be a big help to me and my child. Motherhood is truly a blessing for me,
and it’s opened up my eyes – not only for myself but for the world! I know that I’m going to be
all I can for my son, Calil, due July 3, 2013!
By Charisma

B

Cherish
This figurine captures the
connection between a mother and
her unborn child as a miracle is
waiting to happen. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713260826DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

*Visit www.FamilyTG.com to view our selection of over 100 Arch® Books.

*Visit www.FamilyTG.com to
see other devotional books
in the Little Visits series.

View all sale-priced items at
www.FamilyTG.com
Sale prices through June 15

WILLOW TREE FIGURINES

Home
Together, our family is home. A couple
holds one another and admires the
miracle that pregnancy brings. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713063434DEM
Retail $34.00 FTG $30.59

Susan Lordi’s Demdaco Willow
Tree® sculptures communicate
a loving and personal
connection to others and the
world around us. Their simplicity
and serenity bring warmth and
grace to any home, and are
perfect gifts for any occasion.

Our Gift
There is no greater gift, no greater joy
than the birth of a new baby. This figure
depicts new parents holding their little
bundle of joy close. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713261816DEM
Retail $34.00 FTG $30.59

Little Visits with God by Alan Hart Jahsmann &
Martin P. Simon
Written especially for children ages 7-10 to nurture
faith and sow seeds that enrich lives for years to
come. This best selling collection encourages your
child to learn about God and develop love and trust
in Him. Each “little visit” includes: a Bible verse, a
life-related devotion, questions to help children get
involved, suggested Scripture readings and a prayer
relating to the day’s theme. Paperback, 413 pages.
# 9780758608475STL Retail $13.99 Sale $9.79

Jerry Giraffe
This adorable giraffe is
the perfect gift for that
little one! This plush
animal sits 8.5" tall and
has an embroidered face.
#793666677302FMA
Retail $9.00 FTG $8.09

“All Because Two People Fell in Love”
Small Pink Photo Frame
Beautifully-soft picture of baby shoes in
pink. Frame insert holds a 3" x 5" photo.
Words read, “All because two people fell in
love.” Measures 12"W x 9"H overall. Easel
stand and wall mount options. # 10372
Retail $35.00 FTG $33.50

Shipping always $4.95 per order • Limited Quantities Available • While SUPPLies Last

Motherhood to me means that when you become a mother you mature and start to grow into
someone more positive for your child. You start to learn things that you didn’t know before.
You are expected to take responsibility for another human being besides yourself.
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A. God, I’ve Gotta Talk to You! # BK9780758608802
This book contains prayers for children and colorful illustrations.

A

To me, both motherhood and pregnancy are fascinating and exciting. It is amazing to see how my mindset, attitude and heart are
changing – and growing. I am in awe when I am in public and watch parents and their little children. It warms my heart bringing
joy and curiosity. I find myself being more conscious of people and the things around me. I seem to have this thought in the
back of my mind constantly, “Would this be good for my child?” or “I should remember this when my son is here.” One of the
most obvious changes is the outward body. You can always recognize an expectant mother by the basketball belly and duck
waddle or the infamous glow. Let me tell you they are outward signs of the “labor of love” our bodies are going through – a
struggle and unique experience in themselves. Other traits that have surfaced with this preparation of motherhood in me at least is
protectiveness, the increasing understanding of the value of family and loved ones, confidence and a lot of inner strength.

Charisma

ARCH® BOOKS
The Arch® Book series tells popular Bible stories through fun-to-read
rhymes and bright illustrations. This well-loved series captures the attention
of children, telling scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and easy to
remember.

C

The written materials sold at Family Treasures & Gifts are written or translated by imperfect human beings. Despite their popularity
in the Christian market, these items are written by human authors and all likely contain errors. We encourage buyers to adopt the
heart of a Berean (Acts 17:11) and search the Scriptures to compare what is read with the inerrant truth of God’s Word.

or
Guardian
Love and protect thee, forever. This
inspiring figure conveys the special bond
between a mother and her baby. Size: 6"H.
# 638713261953DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Child of My Heart
Children are a great blessing that
enlighten lives and live on in hearts.
This figurine of a woman holding a
young child in her arms reflects the
love for a child. Size: 9"H.
# 638713261694DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Mother and Daughter
Celebrating the bond of love between
mothers and daughters. A young girl wraps
her arms around her mother as the mother
lovingly touches her young daughters face.
Size: 8"H.
# 638713260215DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Visit www.FamilyTG.com
call 1-800-478-2719 to order

Family Treasures & Gifts store is run entirely by volunteers. Existing as both a small on-site store in the offices of
Christian Life Resources and with a substantial presence on the Internet at www.FamilyTG.com, this volunteer
ministry sells a fine array of products with 100% of the profit supporting the ministry of Christian Life Resources
and New Beginnings - A Home for Mothers. The store offers more than 2,000 items with various monthly and weekly
specials. Do your gift shopping at Family Treasures & Gifts, get a good deal and in the process help a great cause!

3070 Helsan Drive, Richfield, WI 53076 • 1-800-478-2719
manager@familytg.com • www.FamilyTG.com
Where gift buying makes a difference!
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Here We Grow...

Through Volunteering
By Erin Mathiak, Volunteer Resident Assistant

At the end of January 2013, I pulled up to the New Beginnings’ building uncertain of
what these next few months would hold. This uncertain feeling wasn’t new to me. I had
graduated from Wisconsin Lutheran College in May and had applied to medical schools in
the hopes of becoming a doctor. I wasn’t sure if my plans to become a doctor would come
to fruition. At that point in my life, my future was unclear. I did not know what God’s plan
was for me, and I wondered how becoming the first Volunteer Resident Assistant at New
Beginnings would fit into God’s plan.
Two months later, I am grateful to have this opportunity to serve and grow. This experience
has helped me mature in my faith and has allowed me to gain a new appreciation for the
challenges these mothers face each day. Seeing firsthand how these new mothers have
overcome difficult situations is inspiring, and watching them grow in their faith is exciting
and encouraging! I’ve enjoyed the conversations we can have while at morning devotion or
while out on a walk. Whether we are laughing together or having serious discussions, we
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can all learn from each other and also encourage each other. I hope to take these lessons
with me as I work towards becoming a medical provider. I know that through this experience I can better serve others.
I have learned so much from these mothers, and I hope my encouraging words have had an impact on them also.

New Beginnings appreciates your prayers to our gracious God on our behalf. We also appreciate your gifts.
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For occasional group activities we are blessed to be joined by guests. Pictured is Kurt, the husband of our Home Manager,
Heidi; and Aaron, the boyfriend of our Volunteer Resident Assistant, Erin. Both men serve as wonderful role models for the
residents on Christian dating and marriage.
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It includes an envelope for your gift of support.
We seek your support through this periodical.
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New Beginnings - A Home for Mothers is a Christ-centered home for single mothers
and their children. It is affiliated with Christian Life Resources. The home has been serving
residents since 1993. It is supported entirely by the generous support and prayers of
those who are committed to sharing Christ and reflecting His sacrificial love.
Contact: 		
		
		

Mrs. Heidi Westlund - Home Manager
Ms. Mollie Schultz - Assistant Home Manager
Ms. Erin Mathiak - Volunteer Resident Assistant

Mailing Address: PO Box 423  •  Aurora, CO 80040-0423
Telephone:

303-364-0890  •  1-800-720-MOMS

E-mail: 		

info@homeformothers.com

Website:

www.HomeforMothers.com

Most Needed Items
Judy, Erin, Kurt, Aaron, Lorena,
Charisma & Mollie – Left to right

Here We Grow...
As we go through life day by day, hour by hour, minute by
minute, it’s easy as sinful human beings to gradually allow
the distractions and temptations of this world to weigh
us down. There are always too many things to take care
of and not enough hours in the day to take care of them
all. Sometimes it seems the harder we try to get ahead, or
even catch up, the further we fall behind.
As I was preparing our daily devotions for the week, I
confess that I was struggling with such feelings. Thankfully,
God helped change my perspective as only He can do! In
selecting a hymn, I came across a familiar one: “Oh, for a
Faith that Will Not Shrink.” Although I am quite familiar
with it and have sung it numerous times throughout my
life, the words seemed to be just what I needed to hear to
help pull me out of my sinful, self-centered mindset. God
promises, “I will never leave you nor forsake you” in Joshua
1:5 and “He will not let you be tempted beyond what you
can bear” in 1 Corinthians 10:13. God gives us the faith
to believe in His promises through the Holy Spirit, and it
is that faith that gives us the comfort, peace and joy of
knowing God is in control. With God in control, we need
not worry about or fear anything!

Staff provided the ham, apricot stuffing, deviled eggs, veggie tray and “Resurrection” biscuits. Residents provided the green
bean casserole, cheddar & bacon mashed potatoes and homemade banana pudding.

Kurt (Heidi’s husband), Aaron, Erin, Judy,
Lorena, Charisma & Mollie – Left to right
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Our New Beginnings Easter Dinner

Judy’s first time
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My time here has also helped me gain a new appreciation for all the blessings in my life, especially my faithful family and
my Christian upbringing and education. God has blessed me richly, and I am happy I have the opportunity to serve Him
and His people at New Beginnings.

Aaron (Erin’s
boyfriend visiting
from Wisconsin),
Erin, Judy, Lorena,
Charisma & Mollie
– Left to right

Update from New Beginnings – A Home for Mothers | Denver, Colorado

• Infant Car Seats • Strollers
• Baby Slings/Wraps

For a complete list, go to: www.HomeforMothers.com
When mailing items, please send directly to New Beginnings.

A ministry sponsored by
Christian Life Resources

Christian Life Resources
provides all fundraising,
staffing and administrative
services for New Beginnings.

Through Faith

By Heidi Westlund,
Home Manager
Oh, for a faith that will not shrink
Though pressed by many a foe,
That will not tremble on the brink
Of poverty or woe,
That will not murmur nor complain
Beneath the chast’ning rod,
But in the hour of grief or pain
Can lean upon its God,
A faith that shines more bright and clear
When tempests rage without,
That, when in danger, knows no fear,
In darkness feels no doubt,
A faith that keeps the narrow way
Till life’s last spark is fled
And with a pure and heav’nly ray
Lights up the dying bed.
Lord, give us such a faith as this,
And then, whate’er may come,
We’ll taste e’en now the hallowed bliss
Of an eternal home.
[Christian Worship, Hymn 405, public domain]

At New Beginnings, we routinely encourage our residents
to put their trust in God and rely on His promises. In
so many ways their traumatic childhoods, continuing
struggles and current situations seem much more daunting
than what we as staff members have ever experienced.
What a blessing it is to know that God is powerful enough
to resolve even the biggest problems and compassionate
enough to care about the smallest ones.
Thankfully, God loves us all the same and is always ready
and willing to listen to and answer our prayers. May we
all be encouraged to pray for a faith that will not shrink,
tremble or complain. A faith that shines brightly, knows
no fear, feels no doubt and keeps the narrow way until we
reach our eternal homes in heaven. Amen.

Stephen getting in a great nap!
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“What Motherhood Means to Me”

Shop Family Treasures & Gifts!
A Great way to support new beginnings

Motherhood symbolizes an amazing gift, an opportunity of a lifetime. This is a blessing that many
receive, many more only hope for and imagine but may not get the chance. For those who know me,
this is my miracle child deemed impossible by medical professionals. I have always had a loving
and nurturing motherly nature from a very small age. To be a mother was all I ever wanted and
my number one dream. I cannot describe the pain and number of tears I had cried thinking that I
may never have that chance whether it be natural or through adoption. For those who want to be
mothers and are not, I feel your pain. So for me, motherhood is truly a blessing and a dream
come true.
Being a mother is also a great responsibility. Even through pregnancy, I am quickly learning in
simple ways that my life is no longer just my own. I feel God is teaching me to listen more, eat
healthier, make every choice in life very wisely and consciously, and show me not only how to trust
Him more but also to put the needs and wants of someone else before my own. Pregnancy is the
preparation stage of physically and emotionally learning to focus on the well-being of a small,
helpless life that will depend on me for every need in life and for survival. My little one has
effectively overtaken my heart and body. Soon he will have my 100% time and devotion.

Paperback, 16 Pages. Reading Level: Grade 3. Interest Level: Ages 5-9.
FTG $2.49 each

B. Abraham’s Big Test # BK9780570075295
This book retells the story of Abraham and his son Issac (Genesis 12:1–22:19).
C. A Mother Who Prayed # BK9780570075660
This book retells the story of Hannah and Samuel (1 Sam. 1:1-28).

Judy

I know pregnancy is just the first stepping stone and building block on the road to becoming a good, responsible and healthy
mother inside and out. It definitely is a molding and shaping endeavor mentally, emotionally, physically and spiritually. This
is quite a journey I am embarking on and looking forward to. I thank God everyday for this gift, opportunity, responsibility,
pregnancy, growth and journey called motherhood!
By Judy

Promise
Hold dear to the promise of love
throughout the ages. This figurine shows
the love and timeless connection between
a husband and his wife. Size: 9"H.
# 638713261212DEM
Retail $33.00 FTG $29.69

Around You
Just the nearness of you. A
beautiful couple sitting together,
right hand clasped, left hand up
together. Size: 6.5"H.
# 638713227157DEM
Retail $45.00 FTG $40.49

As for experiencing motherhood, the process has already been life changing. Growing up, I
was always used to things coming to me and everything being done for me and getting everything
for myself. Now that I’m having a child I realize it’s not all about me anymore. I have to make
more sacrifices for my child than I had to make for myself. I also know that when it comes to
a baby and the baby’s mother, you have to love that child unconditionally and show affection
for your child. It’s already been a great experience because I have learned so many things that
I know are going to be a big help to me and my child. Motherhood is truly a blessing for me,
and it’s opened up my eyes – not only for myself but for the world! I know that I’m going to be
all I can for my son, Calil, due July 3, 2013!
By Charisma
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This figurine captures the
connection between a mother and
her unborn child as a miracle is
waiting to happen. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713260826DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89
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WILLOW TREE FIGURINES

Home
Together, our family is home. A couple
holds one another and admires the
miracle that pregnancy brings. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713063434DEM
Retail $34.00 FTG $30.59

Susan Lordi’s Demdaco Willow
Tree® sculptures communicate
a loving and personal
connection to others and the
world around us. Their simplicity
and serenity bring warmth and
grace to any home, and are
perfect gifts for any occasion.

Our Gift
There is no greater gift, no greater joy
than the birth of a new baby. This figure
depicts new parents holding their little
bundle of joy close. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713261816DEM
Retail $34.00 FTG $30.59

Little Visits with God by Alan Hart Jahsmann &
Martin P. Simon
Written especially for children ages 7-10 to nurture
faith and sow seeds that enrich lives for years to
come. This best selling collection encourages your
child to learn about God and develop love and trust
in Him. Each “little visit” includes: a Bible verse, a
life-related devotion, questions to help children get
involved, suggested Scripture readings and a prayer
relating to the day’s theme. Paperback, 413 pages.
# 9780758608475STL Retail $13.99 Sale $9.79

Jerry Giraffe
This adorable giraffe is
the perfect gift for that
little one! This plush
animal sits 8.5" tall and
has an embroidered face.
#793666677302FMA
Retail $9.00 FTG $8.09

“All Because Two People Fell in Love”
Small Pink Photo Frame
Beautifully-soft picture of baby shoes in
pink. Frame insert holds a 3" x 5" photo.
Words read, “All because two people fell in
love.” Measures 12"W x 9"H overall. Easel
stand and wall mount options. # 10372
Retail $35.00 FTG $33.50

Shipping always $4.95 per order • Limited Quantities Available • While SUPPLies Last

Motherhood to me means that when you become a mother you mature and start to grow into
someone more positive for your child. You start to learn things that you didn’t know before.
You are expected to take responsibility for another human being besides yourself.
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A. God, I’ve Gotta Talk to You! # BK9780758608802
This book contains prayers for children and colorful illustrations.

A

To me, both motherhood and pregnancy are fascinating and exciting. It is amazing to see how my mindset, attitude and heart are
changing – and growing. I am in awe when I am in public and watch parents and their little children. It warms my heart bringing
joy and curiosity. I find myself being more conscious of people and the things around me. I seem to have this thought in the
back of my mind constantly, “Would this be good for my child?” or “I should remember this when my son is here.” One of the
most obvious changes is the outward body. You can always recognize an expectant mother by the basketball belly and duck
waddle or the infamous glow. Let me tell you they are outward signs of the “labor of love” our bodies are going through – a
struggle and unique experience in themselves. Other traits that have surfaced with this preparation of motherhood in me at least is
protectiveness, the increasing understanding of the value of family and loved ones, confidence and a lot of inner strength.

Charisma

ARCH® BOOKS
The Arch® Book series tells popular Bible stories through fun-to-read
rhymes and bright illustrations. This well-loved series captures the attention
of children, telling scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and easy to
remember.

C

The written materials sold at Family Treasures & Gifts are written or translated by imperfect human beings. Despite their popularity
in the Christian market, these items are written by human authors and all likely contain errors. We encourage buyers to adopt the
heart of a Berean (Acts 17:11) and search the Scriptures to compare what is read with the inerrant truth of God’s Word.

or
Guardian
Love and protect thee, forever. This
inspiring figure conveys the special bond
between a mother and her baby. Size: 6"H.
# 638713261953DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Child of My Heart
Children are a great blessing that
enlighten lives and live on in hearts.
This figurine of a woman holding a
young child in her arms reflects the
love for a child. Size: 9"H.
# 638713261694DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Mother and Daughter
Celebrating the bond of love between
mothers and daughters. A young girl wraps
her arms around her mother as the mother
lovingly touches her young daughters face.
Size: 8"H.
# 638713260215DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Visit www.FamilyTG.com
call 1-800-478-2719 to order

Family Treasures & Gifts store is run entirely by volunteers. Existing as both a small on-site store in the offices of
Christian Life Resources and with a substantial presence on the Internet at www.FamilyTG.com, this volunteer
ministry sells a fine array of products with 100% of the profit supporting the ministry of Christian Life Resources
and New Beginnings - A Home for Mothers. The store offers more than 2,000 items with various monthly and weekly
specials. Do your gift shopping at Family Treasures & Gifts, get a good deal and in the process help a great cause!

3070 Helsan Drive, Richfield, WI 53076 • 1-800-478-2719
manager@familytg.com • www.FamilyTG.com
Where gift buying makes a difference!
4/19/2013 9:37:25 AM

“What Motherhood Means to Me”

Shop Family Treasures & Gifts!
A Great way to support new beginnings

Motherhood symbolizes an amazing gift, an opportunity of a lifetime. This is a blessing that many
receive, many more only hope for and imagine but may not get the chance. For those who know me,
this is my miracle child deemed impossible by medical professionals. I have always had a loving
and nurturing motherly nature from a very small age. To be a mother was all I ever wanted and
my number one dream. I cannot describe the pain and number of tears I had cried thinking that I
may never have that chance whether it be natural or through adoption. For those who want to be
mothers and are not, I feel your pain. So for me, motherhood is truly a blessing and a dream
come true.
Being a mother is also a great responsibility. Even through pregnancy, I am quickly learning in
simple ways that my life is no longer just my own. I feel God is teaching me to listen more, eat
healthier, make every choice in life very wisely and consciously, and show me not only how to trust
Him more but also to put the needs and wants of someone else before my own. Pregnancy is the
preparation stage of physically and emotionally learning to focus on the well-being of a small,
helpless life that will depend on me for every need in life and for survival. My little one has
effectively overtaken my heart and body. Soon he will have my 100% time and devotion.

Paperback, 16 Pages. Reading Level: Grade 3. Interest Level: Ages 5-9.
FTG $2.49 each

B. Abraham’s Big Test # BK9780570075295
This book retells the story of Abraham and his son Issac (Genesis 12:1–22:19).
C. A Mother Who Prayed # BK9780570075660
This book retells the story of Hannah and Samuel (1 Sam. 1:1-28).

Judy

I know pregnancy is just the first stepping stone and building block on the road to becoming a good, responsible and healthy
mother inside and out. It definitely is a molding and shaping endeavor mentally, emotionally, physically and spiritually. This
is quite a journey I am embarking on and looking forward to. I thank God everyday for this gift, opportunity, responsibility,
pregnancy, growth and journey called motherhood!
By Judy

Promise
Hold dear to the promise of love
throughout the ages. This figurine shows
the love and timeless connection between
a husband and his wife. Size: 9"H.
# 638713261212DEM
Retail $33.00 FTG $29.69

Around You
Just the nearness of you. A
beautiful couple sitting together,
right hand clasped, left hand up
together. Size: 6.5"H.
# 638713227157DEM
Retail $45.00 FTG $40.49

As for experiencing motherhood, the process has already been life changing. Growing up, I
was always used to things coming to me and everything being done for me and getting everything
for myself. Now that I’m having a child I realize it’s not all about me anymore. I have to make
more sacrifices for my child than I had to make for myself. I also know that when it comes to
a baby and the baby’s mother, you have to love that child unconditionally and show affection
for your child. It’s already been a great experience because I have learned so many things that
I know are going to be a big help to me and my child. Motherhood is truly a blessing for me,
and it’s opened up my eyes – not only for myself but for the world! I know that I’m going to be
all I can for my son, Calil, due July 3, 2013!
By Charisma

B

Cherish
This figurine captures the
connection between a mother and
her unborn child as a miracle is
waiting to happen. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713260826DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

*Visit www.FamilyTG.com to view our selection of over 100 Arch® Books.

*Visit www.FamilyTG.com to
see other devotional books
in the Little Visits series.

View all sale-priced items at
www.FamilyTG.com
Sale prices through June 15

WILLOW TREE FIGURINES

Home
Together, our family is home. A couple
holds one another and admires the
miracle that pregnancy brings. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713063434DEM
Retail $34.00 FTG $30.59

Susan Lordi’s Demdaco Willow
Tree® sculptures communicate
a loving and personal
connection to others and the
world around us. Their simplicity
and serenity bring warmth and
grace to any home, and are
perfect gifts for any occasion.

Our Gift
There is no greater gift, no greater joy
than the birth of a new baby. This figure
depicts new parents holding their little
bundle of joy close. Size: 8.5"H.
# 638713261816DEM
Retail $34.00 FTG $30.59

Little Visits with God by Alan Hart Jahsmann &
Martin P. Simon
Written especially for children ages 7-10 to nurture
faith and sow seeds that enrich lives for years to
come. This best selling collection encourages your
child to learn about God and develop love and trust
in Him. Each “little visit” includes: a Bible verse, a
life-related devotion, questions to help children get
involved, suggested Scripture readings and a prayer
relating to the day’s theme. Paperback, 413 pages.
# 9780758608475STL Retail $13.99 Sale $9.79

Jerry Giraffe
This adorable giraffe is
the perfect gift for that
little one! This plush
animal sits 8.5" tall and
has an embroidered face.
#793666677302FMA
Retail $9.00 FTG $8.09

“All Because Two People Fell in Love”
Small Pink Photo Frame
Beautifully-soft picture of baby shoes in
pink. Frame insert holds a 3" x 5" photo.
Words read, “All because two people fell in
love.” Measures 12"W x 9"H overall. Easel
stand and wall mount options. # 10372
Retail $35.00 FTG $33.50

Shipping always $4.95 per order • Limited Quantities Available • While SUPPLies Last

Motherhood to me means that when you become a mother you mature and start to grow into
someone more positive for your child. You start to learn things that you didn’t know before.
You are expected to take responsibility for another human being besides yourself.
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To me, both motherhood and pregnancy are fascinating and exciting. It is amazing to see how my mindset, attitude and heart are
changing – and growing. I am in awe when I am in public and watch parents and their little children. It warms my heart bringing
joy and curiosity. I find myself being more conscious of people and the things around me. I seem to have this thought in the
back of my mind constantly, “Would this be good for my child?” or “I should remember this when my son is here.” One of the
most obvious changes is the outward body. You can always recognize an expectant mother by the basketball belly and duck
waddle or the infamous glow. Let me tell you they are outward signs of the “labor of love” our bodies are going through – a
struggle and unique experience in themselves. Other traits that have surfaced with this preparation of motherhood in me at least is
protectiveness, the increasing understanding of the value of family and loved ones, confidence and a lot of inner strength.
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rhymes and bright illustrations. This well-loved series captures the attention
of children, telling scripturally sound stories that are enjoyable and easy to
remember.
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in the Christian market, these items are written by human authors and all likely contain errors. We encourage buyers to adopt the
heart of a Berean (Acts 17:11) and search the Scriptures to compare what is read with the inerrant truth of God’s Word.
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Love and protect thee, forever. This
inspiring figure conveys the special bond
between a mother and her baby. Size: 6"H.
# 638713261953DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Child of My Heart
Children are a great blessing that
enlighten lives and live on in hearts.
This figurine of a woman holding a
young child in her arms reflects the
love for a child. Size: 9"H.
# 638713261694DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89

Mother and Daughter
Celebrating the bond of love between
mothers and daughters. A young girl wraps
her arms around her mother as the mother
lovingly touches her young daughters face.
Size: 8"H.
# 638713260215DEM
Retail $31.00 FTG $27.89
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Christian Life Resources and with a substantial presence on the Internet at www.FamilyTG.com, this volunteer
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Here We Grow...

Through Volunteering
By Erin Mathiak, Volunteer Resident Assistant

At the end of January 2013, I pulled up to the New Beginnings’ building uncertain of
what these next few months would hold. This uncertain feeling wasn’t new to me. I had
graduated from Wisconsin Lutheran College in May and had applied to medical schools in
the hopes of becoming a doctor. I wasn’t sure if my plans to become a doctor would come
to fruition. At that point in my life, my future was unclear. I did not know what God’s plan
was for me, and I wondered how becoming the first Volunteer Resident Assistant at New
Beginnings would fit into God’s plan.
Two months later, I am grateful to have this opportunity to serve and grow. This experience
has helped me mature in my faith and has allowed me to gain a new appreciation for the
challenges these mothers face each day. Seeing firsthand how these new mothers have
overcome difficult situations is inspiring, and watching them grow in their faith is exciting
and encouraging! I’ve enjoyed the conversations we can have while at morning devotion or
while out on a walk. Whether we are laughing together or having serious discussions, we
Erin Mathiak
can all learn from each other and also encourage each other. I hope to take these lessons
with me as I work towards becoming a medical provider. I know that through this experience I can better serve others.
I have learned so much from these mothers, and I hope my encouraging words have had an impact on them also.

New Beginnings appreciates your prayers to our gracious God on our behalf. We also appreciate your gifts.
Yes, I (we) would like to help New Beginnings: ☐ $25 ☐ $50 ☐ $100 ☐ $250 ☐ other $ _______
Address ________________________________________________ City/State/Zip _____________________________________________
Phone (______)____________________ Email _____________________________________________________________________________
☐ Please charge a one-time gift to my credit card.

Name on Card __________________________________________________

Card # ________________________________________________ Signature ________________________________________________
Where to find the Card ID #? For MC/Visa/Discover:
3-digit code on back; AMEX: 4-digit code on front.

☐ Please contact me about having my gifts enhanced through Thrivent Financial for Lutherans.
☐ Please contact me about remembering New Beginnings in my will or estate plan.
☐ I would like to support this ministry on a regular basis. Please send me information on becoming a Clearly Caring Sponsor.
☐ I would appreciate a letter acknowledgment of this gift. ☐ I would prefer an email acknowledgment of this gift.
☐ I do not require an acknowledgment of this gift.

NON PROFIT ORG.
U.S. POSTAGE

3070 Helsan Drive
Richfield, WI 53076-9582
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For occasional group activities we are blessed to be joined by guests. Pictured is Kurt, the husband of our Home Manager,
Heidi; and Aaron, the boyfriend of our Volunteer Resident Assistant, Erin. Both men serve as wonderful role models for the
residents on Christian dating and marriage.

4

times a year...

You receive Growing Branches.
It contains a “Most Needed Items” list.
It includes an envelope for your gift of support.
We seek your support through this periodical.

Please consider helping us with
your gifts to New Beginnings.
*If you would like to help save costs & receive
Growing Branches via email, please send your
email address to info@homeformothers.com
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New Beginnings - A Home for Mothers is a Christ-centered home for single mothers
and their children. It is affiliated with Christian Life Resources. The home has been serving
residents since 1993. It is supported entirely by the generous support and prayers of
those who are committed to sharing Christ and reflecting His sacrificial love.
Contact: 		
		
		

Mrs. Heidi Westlund - Home Manager
Ms. Mollie Schultz - Assistant Home Manager
Ms. Erin Mathiak - Volunteer Resident Assistant

Mailing Address: PO Box 423  •  Aurora, CO 80040-0423
Telephone:

303-364-0890  •  1-800-720-MOMS

E-mail: 		

info@homeformothers.com

Website:

www.HomeforMothers.com

Most Needed Items
Judy, Erin, Kurt, Aaron, Lorena,
Charisma & Mollie – Left to right

Here We Grow...
As we go through life day by day, hour by hour, minute by
minute, it’s easy as sinful human beings to gradually allow
the distractions and temptations of this world to weigh
us down. There are always too many things to take care
of and not enough hours in the day to take care of them
all. Sometimes it seems the harder we try to get ahead, or
even catch up, the further we fall behind.
As I was preparing our daily devotions for the week, I
confess that I was struggling with such feelings. Thankfully,
God helped change my perspective as only He can do! In
selecting a hymn, I came across a familiar one: “Oh, for a
Faith that Will Not Shrink.” Although I am quite familiar
with it and have sung it numerous times throughout my
life, the words seemed to be just what I needed to hear to
help pull me out of my sinful, self-centered mindset. God
promises, “I will never leave you nor forsake you” in Joshua
1:5 and “He will not let you be tempted beyond what you
can bear” in 1 Corinthians 10:13. God gives us the faith
to believe in His promises through the Holy Spirit, and it
is that faith that gives us the comfort, peace and joy of
knowing God is in control. With God in control, we need
not worry about or fear anything!

Staff provided the ham, apricot stuffing, deviled eggs, veggie tray and “Resurrection” biscuits. Residents provided the green
bean casserole, cheddar & bacon mashed potatoes and homemade banana pudding.

Kurt (Heidi’s husband), Aaron, Erin, Judy,
Lorena, Charisma & Mollie – Left to right

Growing Branches

Type of Card ☐ MC ☐ Visa ☐ Discover ☐ AMEX Expiration Date ____________ Card ID (CVV2/CID) # _________

WE PROTECT YOUR PRIVACY: Christian Life Resources respects your privacy and will not give away or sell your contact
information. Christian Life Resources is a registered 501[c]3 agency under the U.S. tax code. All donations to the ministries
of Christian Life Resources are fully tax deductible.

Our New Beginnings Easter Dinner

Judy’s first time
dying Easter Eggs

May 2013

Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

My time here has also helped me gain a new appreciation for all the blessings in my life, especially my faithful family and
my Christian upbringing and education. God has blessed me richly, and I am happy I have the opportunity to serve Him
and His people at New Beginnings.

Aaron (Erin’s
boyfriend visiting
from Wisconsin),
Erin, Judy, Lorena,
Charisma & Mollie
– Left to right

Update from New Beginnings – A Home for Mothers | Denver, Colorado

• Infant Car Seats • Strollers
• Baby Slings/Wraps

For a complete list, go to: www.HomeforMothers.com
When mailing items, please send directly to New Beginnings.

A ministry sponsored by
Christian Life Resources

Christian Life Resources
provides all fundraising,
staffing and administrative
services for New Beginnings.

Through Faith

By Heidi Westlund,
Home Manager
Oh, for a faith that will not shrink
Though pressed by many a foe,
That will not tremble on the brink
Of poverty or woe,
That will not murmur nor complain
Beneath the chast’ning rod,
But in the hour of grief or pain
Can lean upon its God,
A faith that shines more bright and clear
When tempests rage without,
That, when in danger, knows no fear,
In darkness feels no doubt,
A faith that keeps the narrow way
Till life’s last spark is fled
And with a pure and heav’nly ray
Lights up the dying bed.
Lord, give us such a faith as this,
And then, whate’er may come,
We’ll taste e’en now the hallowed bliss
Of an eternal home.
[Christian Worship, Hymn 405, public domain]

At New Beginnings, we routinely encourage our residents
to put their trust in God and rely on His promises. In
so many ways their traumatic childhoods, continuing
struggles and current situations seem much more daunting
than what we as staff members have ever experienced.
What a blessing it is to know that God is powerful enough
to resolve even the biggest problems and compassionate
enough to care about the smallest ones.
Thankfully, God loves us all the same and is always ready
and willing to listen to and answer our prayers. May we
all be encouraged to pray for a faith that will not shrink,
tremble or complain. A faith that shines brightly, knows
no fear, feels no doubt and keeps the narrow way until we
reach our eternal homes in heaven. Amen.

Stephen getting in a great nap!
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